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Springtime in Chubby Town (Chubby Puppies, 1) [Olivia Barham, Cary Rillo] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. When spring comes to Chubby Town and all the inhabitants decide to do some spring cleaning,
Scarlet, whose house is always clean.

He said, "I also figured out that Springfield was one of the most common names for a city in the U. But if you
look at the clues, you can figure it out. The episode " Beware My Cheating Bart " played upon the
unidentifiability of the state in its opening chalkboard gag, which stated that "The true location of Springfield
is in any state but yours". David Silverman , who directed the movie and various episodes of the series, joked
that Springfield is located in the fictional state of "North Takoma". Charles County and Western St. Louis
County, Missouri [18] and Puerto Rico. To promote The Simpsons Movie, various factual towns and cities
across the U. The dissenters founded the nearby town of Shelbyville , after fellow pioneer Shelbyville
Manhattan, and the two cities remain rivals after centuries. Springfield, the West Springfield Desert "three
times the size of Texas! The Springfield Mystery Spot seen in " Homer at the Bat " , apparently a portal to
another dimension, is a popular tourist attraction. However, it has been subject to many natural disasters,
including heat waves, blizzards, avalanches, earthquakes, acid rain, floods, hurricanes, lightning strikes,
tornadoes, and volcanic eruptions. Previous representatives include Horace Wilcox, who died of a heart attack
while in office, and Bob Arnold, who is forced to resign after Lisa exposes his corruption. The town is
infamous for its corruption. The Springfield Shopper is a town newspaper, although it mainly prints
tabloid-like newspapers and thus, in the episode Three Gays of the Condo, it is stated that the headlines are
"all a joke" and that most other people read the New York Times. However, the New York Times has never
been mentioned since. Among the more alarming safety violations are emergency exits that are just painted on
the wall, cracks in the cooling towers held together by tape, massive amounts of poorly stored toxic waste and
dangerously unqualified personnel mainly Simpson , some of which are not even human, such as a chicken
that briefly substituted for Homer, and a duck that was used to pull a cart of toxic waste around. A running gag
in earlier seasons was the poor security of the plant, with the outside security booth often going unmanned, but
this has changed in recent episodes, with the entrance to the plant being heavily guarded. The plant has come
close to a meltdown several times and has blown up at least once. There is a crow or raven that lives near the
Power Plant that caws whenever an establishing shot of the Power Plant is on screen. Mutated fish with more
than two eyes have been seen in the lake behind the power plant, which has a large pipe pumping nuclear
waste into it. Burns, the plant is endowed with flippered mutants. In the Season 25 episode " Homerland ", he
comments that the air conditioning system has never worked properly. In one episode , Mr. Burns mentions
that he owns the electric company as part of his power monopoly. The plant offers yearly visits from the
Springfield Elementary School. In " Stark Raving Dad ", a street sign reading "Highland" is seen outside one
of the front windows, in the same blue color as is used for signs for Highland Avenue in Los Angeles.
Likewise, three buildings are visible that are similar to some of those that might be seen on that street:
However, Apu mentions at a bachelor auction that he runs his own business in " The Two Mrs. In addition to
the sale of food, alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, and other items offered at a typical convenience store,
gasoline pumps have been shown in front on two occasions. The Springfield Shopper also sells well there and
it is where Principal Seymour Skinner purchases his tabloids. However, they, along with the Kwik-E-Mart, are
destroyed due to Bart accidentally interrupting a live mortar exercise at Fort Springfield when visiting the
re-enlisted Skinner, forcing the soldiers to redirect the mortar fire into the town, destroying the store and
pumps off screen. The episode " Scenes from the Class Struggle in Springfield " also shows the pumps where
Apu refuses to go out and serve a customer on the forecourt. This can be seen during the opening of The
Simpsons Movie. In the episode titled " Worst Episode Ever " which is a remark often used by Comic Book
Guy , Bart and Milhouse are given the job of running the comic book store after Comic Book Guy suffers
from a stress-induced heart attack and is instructed to try and gain a social life. During their brief tenure at the
store, Bart and Milhouse discover a secret room filled with bootleg videotapes of various extremely rare or
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illegal subjects, such as a taping of Mr. Rogers on a drunken bender and several interrogation tapes from the
Springfield Police. These tapes are later confiscated during a police raid on the store. It was damaged in The
Simpsons Movie , like most of the rest of the town, with Comic Book Guy living out of the ruins, considering
that all-in-all, his life collecting comics had been "well spent". Marge decides she will keep the gift for her
own use and goes bowling for the first time. This is seen destroyed in The Simpsons Movie. This episode
reveals where the bowling pins go after they are knocked over; the pins are shown ending up in a heap and
new pins are manufactured instantly by a Rube Goldberg device to replace those knocked over, in a massively
wasteful process that only produces one pin out of a single tree. The Bowl-A-Rama is used in the episode "
Homer vs. In this episode, alcohol is banned in Springfield and Homer begins bootlegging beer he uncovered
from the city dump. Costington, the store has employed many Springfieldians, including Homer as their
parade Santa and as a mattress salesman , Gil and The Yes Guy. It was first seen in the episode "Trash of The
Titans". The station jingle is "No sports, no rock, no information! Homer finishes his beer with 15 seconds to
spare only to find the store owner has closed early. The Leftorium[ edit ] The Leftorium is a store in the
Springfield Mall that specializes in products for left-handed people. Irritated with Flanders, Homer wished that
the store would go out of business after Homer received the larger half of a wishbone. Homer then regretted
making this wish and the fact that he never told any of his friends who were in need of left-handed items about
The Leftorium. The Leftorium has continued to thrive since. However, there have been episodes where
Flanders mentioned the store does not do that well, such as in the season ten episode " Thirty Minutes over
Tokyo ", where Ned mentions that he purchased most of his possessions cheaply, and that the business moved
way downhill since "Leftopolis" moved in next door to it. In the episode " Home Away from Homer ", Ned
mentions that a recently opened, left-hand megastore, called "Left-Mart" a parody of Wal-Mart is threatening
his business. A future episode reveals that Flanders has been reduced to running the Leftorium out of a mall
cart, which he splits with a cosmetic saleswoman. Noiseland Video Arcade[ edit ] Noiseland Video Arcade is
the video arcade in downtown Springfield, a popular place for the youth. The video arcade has had several
appearances in The Simpsons, although mostly in the earlier seasons. The earliest known appearance was in "
Moaning Lisa " where Bart challenges Homer to a boxing game on their home TV game system. As Bart is
continuously undefeated, Homer decides to fight back by going to the video arcade to learn from the young
children how to win in the same boxing game. Homer almost beats Bart but Marge switches off the game at
the crucial moment. It was seen destroyed briefly in The Simpsons Movie. It is first seen in " The Fat and the
Furriest ". While the entire Simpson family has shopped there, and Homer and Abe worked there, it is a
terrible place to work, perhaps worse than the Power Plant, with low pay, 24 hours a day shifts, no bathroom
breaks, and fake passports given to American citizens to get arrested, if ever caught escaping. They also
implant microchips in the workers during the company physicals that give them electroshocks if they try to
leave. Even though most of the workers have already managed to remove their chips, they stay anyway, since
they use the lack of management during nightshifts to steal from the store. Despite being told by Try-N-Save
security Don Brodka to never return to the store because of shoplifting , Bart is forced to go back with his
family for a photo portrait session. The store also appears in the " Kamp Krusty " episode. As the name
implies, it serves both men and women. It is owned and operated by Jake the Barber. Their mascot appears to
be an anthropomorphic hex key named Allen Wrench, but rather than being a costume is in fact an alien being
who needs tungsten to live. Cutlery in the canteen is self-made from Lego , allowing Homer to create a
multi-pronged fork. Coolsville Comics and Toys[ edit ] Coolsville only appeared once, on the Season 19
episode 7 episode of "Husbands and Knives". Unlike Comic Book Guy, Milo treats the kids like royalty and
lets them read comics at leisure, rather than hoarding them until the time is ripe. He also started an autograph
signing with three famous writers. Comic Book Guy goes out of business in the episode, but somehow jumps
back in the next. It is a law firm visited by the Simpsons on multiple occasions, including when Bart was hit
by a car. Hutz usually has an incentive for visiting, such as smoking monkeys. His number is 5-LAWW, or In
"You Kent Always Say What You Want", Homer purchased the 1,,th ice-cream cone though briefly lost the
prize because he could not decide between a cup or a cone , and won a special interview with Kent Brockman.
Hairy Shearers[ edit ] A barbershop; pun on the name of the actor Harry Shearer. It is frequented by Marge
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Simpson whose massive hairdo requires significant effort to maintain. In "Hungry, Hungry Homer", they
refused to honor her coupon for discount hair streaks, as their thin profit margins would ruin them, but Homer
in an unusual exhibition of helpfulness assisted the owner with finding ways of decreasing their spending, and
they honored the coupon in return. The restaurant once employed Groundskeeper Willie until he quit and
returned to his old job at Springfield Elementary. The restaurant serves French cuisine. It first appeared in the
episode "Bart The Lover". The store is "worldwide-famous" for his truffles. The tavern is named after and run
by Moe Szyslak. In the first season of The Simpsons, the entrance appeared to be a saloon door. The bar sells
mostly Duff Beer although other beverages are served. The drink becomes extremely popular until Homer
reveals its secret ingredient, allowing other businesses to create a similar product. A recurring gag is the dirty
and dilapidated state of the bar. The tavern had to be briefly shut down as shown in " Who Shot Mr. In
addition, it is turned into an English pub named Nag and Weasel in the episode " Mommie Beerest ". In the
episode " Homer the Smithers ", Mr. As a result, if one was to spell Smithers name out on a telephone keypad,
the fictional phone number minus the area code for the tavern would be revealed as 7. Though there was one
name that backfired on Bart when he asked for Hugh Jass, who had been sitting in the tavern. It is now a
Starbucks. Krusty Burger[ edit ] Krusty Burger is a fast food restaurant chain owned by Krusty the Clown as
one of his many branded products and services. A typical store features a drive-thru with a speaker box and
most of the employees are young teenage workers. It happens to be a map of the entire United States with
locations of Krusty Burger restaurants.
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Get this from a library! Springtime in Chubby Town. [Olivia Barham; Cary Rillo] -- Scarlet celebrates spring by inviting
her friends to a first-day-of-spring party after she puts their discarded items to good use as an addition to her tiny house.
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Springtime in Chubby Town by Olivia Barham, Cary Rillo (Illustrator) starting at $ Springtime in Chubby Town has 1
available editions to buy at Alibris.
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Olivia Barham is the author of Springtime In Chubby Town ( avg rating, 2 ratings, 0 reviews, published ), It's Puppy
Time! ( avg rating, 1 ra.
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One by one the Chubby Puppies realize that spring has sprung as various signs of the new season -- birds singing,
flowers blooming, buds appearing on trees -- reveal themselves.
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